
ted by the body, as in yellow fever ; great congestion of cap-
illaries; face and hands of a scarlet hue ; an eruption has ap-
peared upon the forehead ; the surface of the face, trunk, and
extremities is as highly injected and as red as in scarlet fever
or measles, but the brilliant redness is more uniformly dif-
fused over the surface than in either of these diseases.
Urine abundant; light-yellow color; specific gravity 1020;
contains asmall amount of albumen, with detached cells from
the tubuli uriniferi and yellow granular casts, together with
vesical and vaginal epithelium. Upon standing, the urine
let fall a moderate deposit of urates of ammonia and soda,
mingled with the cells and casts. 3 p.m., pulse 108, respira-
tion 36, temperature 106.3 degrees ; skin hot and dry ; face
and surface generally of a deep scarlet hue ; pressure drives
out the blood from the capillaries and leaves a white spot,
into which the blood slowly returns. Tongue coated in cen-
ter, with yellow fur and red at tip and edges; swollen, with
margins indented by the teeth ; moist and soft. Nausea, de-
pression, fear of death, and bad odor from the body un-
changed. 9 o'clock p.m., pulse 112, temperature 106.2 degrees,
respiration 38; moans and sighs with every breath; when
spoken to answers rationally, but often slumbers, starts, and
jumps in a delirious, nervous manner; odor from the body
heavy and offensive.

July 25 10 am., condition unchanged; pulse 118; full and
strong; respiration 36; temperature 108 degrees. The de-
lirium and restlessness of the patient prevented thermome-
ter being held well in the axilla; the actual temperature
was therefore somewhat above 108 degrees, and probably
reached from 110 degrees to 113 degrees in the cavities of
the heart. Conjunctivae congested; gums red and spongy;
odor of body very offensive ; surface of face, trunk, and ex-
tremities greatly congested and of a brilliant scarlet hue;
forehead covered with a distinct papular eruption. Urine
light colored; specific gravity 1020; contains albumen in
considerable amount, numerous granular casts of tubuli
uriniferi, kidney cells, granular yellow albuminoid matters,
and amorphous deposits of urates of ammonia and soda.
Two hours after I was summoned to the bedside of the pa-
tient, and found her in articulo mortis; pupils contracted;
spasmodic respiration, with death rattle in throat. I was
informed that she had started suddenly in a disturbed sleep,
made several ineffectual efforts to vomit, and passed imme-
diately into this state. She was unable to swallow. Sina-
pisms were freely applied, but without effect.

The treatment of this case will be briefly mentioned,
although we are not now engaged with this subject.
The bowels were first opened with a saline cathartic,
followed by quinin. Rest was then promoted by Dover's
powder. The bowels were afterward kept open by
means of enema. The diet was light but nutritious,
and administered in small quantities at regular in-
tervals ; the action of the kidneys was promoted by
the use of gentle diuretics, as orange-leaf tea and
water charged with carbonic-acid gas. Quinin aggra-
vated the delirium, and was abandoned at once. Al-
coholic stimulants were found in like manner to ag-
gravate the pain in the head, the nervous excitement,
and delirium. Cold wet cloths were applied to the
head, and the surface bathed with tincture of camphor
and water.

In the last moments of life the scarlet flush of the
surface gradually faded, and at the moment of death,
which occurred at 1 p.m., the surface presented a yel-
low jaundiced hue; after death, body mottled; de-
composition rapid. I attributed the death of this pa-
tient to the high degree of heat and the consequent
disorganization of the blood and derangement of the
nervous and muscular forces consequent upon the
action of the febrile poison.

(To be continued.)

Two Hundred Years'Theses in Paris.—The number of theses
for Doctor of Medicine defended before the Paris Faculty of
Medicine from Dec. 18, 1794, to July 31, 1894 is 28,793; to
these must be added 793 theses for "agregation," and 220
theses for professional honors, or a total of 29,806. The
theses for "agregation" were in vogue for sixty years, from
1825 to 1886; those for professors about half that period.

HOSPITALS FOR THE INSANE \p=m-\THEIR
SCOPE AND DESIGN.

BY EDWARD F. WELLS, M.D.
CHICAGO.

(Continued from page Al.)
THE INSTITUTION.

Capacity.\p=m-\The first questions to be asked in de-
signing an institution for the insane is, What shall
be its initial, and what its ultimate capacity? If
these are to be the same it may be constructed upon
rigid lines;if both are known only a limited degree of
flexibility of design is necessar; but if, as is usuallythe case, the initial capacity is known, while the ulti-
mate capacity is a decidedly unknown quantity, then
the design should be so elastic that future extensions
may be economically made, to any reasonable extent,
without marring the symmetry or incurring any loss
of balance. The truth of this proposition has been
so often demonstrated that it should not only be
frankly acknowledged, but heeded as well. Without
going into any argument upon the subject, we should
also acknowledge the fact that the irresistible ten-
dency of the times is toward large institutions. The
day of small State insane hospitals has long gone
by, never to return—they offer no advantages and
can not be afforded.

The question of capacity, initial and ultimate,
should receive careful consideration in connection
with the proposed new hospital for the insane in Illi-
nois. It is clear that the initial capacity should pro-
vide for present needs, plus the probable increment
during the period of construction, and the subject
of present requirements will first demand attention.

There were, in 1880, in Ulinois; 5,121 insane persons. In
1890 there were 6,638 insane, an increase equal to about 3
per cent, per annum. A continuance of this rate to the pres-
ent time would indicate that there are now 7,534 insane per-
sons in the State. Dr. Bettman, President of the Board of
State Charities, estimates the number at 7,000. If the incre-
ment continued at the same rate during the construction
period of a State hospital—estimated at two years—the
number would be 7,932.

The comfortable capacity of the four State, and
one large county, hospitals, together with the number
of inmates now present, and with the overcrowd-
ing, as represented by the excess, is shown below : —

Inmates
Hospital. Capacity. Nov. 19,1894. Excess. Deficit.

Kankakee.
.

2,000 2,090 90
Jacksonville 1,200 1,222 22
Elgin .... 1,100 1,115 15
Anna

....

946 853 93
Dunning

. .

900 1,067 167

Totals
. . .

6,146 0,347 294 93 Corrected excess 201.

In 1892 there were in the county almshouses of the
State—outside of Cook County—848 insane persons,
distributed as follows:

—In the counties composing the Central Hospital District,
425; Northern, 167; Eastern, 158, and Southern, 98.

That these numbers have not decreased since that
date is made clear by the investigations of Dr. J. F.
McKenzie, Superintendent of the Central Hospital,who writes me as follows:

—"In the thirty-three counties composing our Lunacy Dis-
trict there are something over five hundred insane persons
confined in poorhouses and jails. This fact I learned bysending a circular letter to the county clerks of the different
counties."

It is quite probable that a canvass of the counties
of the other hospital districts would disclose a cor-
responding increase in the unprovided-for insane.
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Taking, then, the 848 insane in the almshouses, plus the
probable increase of 144 and the hospital excess of 201, and
we have a total of 1,193 insane persons in Illinois who ur-
gently need hospital care at the hands of the State. The
number will have considerably increased before the end of
the building period.

Taking all these, and other facts into consider-
ation, it is a reasonable opinion that the proposed
new hospital should have an initial capacity for,
at least, 1,200 patients, and that the growing de-
mands of the State will require an ultimate capacity
of, certainly, more than two thousand. These figures,
instead of appalling our authorities should lead, in-
stead, to careful consideration and judicious action.

Location.—It will have been noticed that the South-
ern Hospital has a capacity for 946, with only 853
inmates. It can accommodate 93 more than it does,
and this is nearly equal to the number of the insane
in the almshouses of the Southern District in 1892
—98, or the probable present number, 114. The slight
excess indicated could probably be best provided for
by transferring the twenty-six insane of Clark County
to the Eastern District. The almshouse contingent
and hospital excess—dividing that of Cook County
as provided by law—of the other districts would be
about as follows:

—

Central, 522; Northern, 266;
Eastern, 412; total, 1,200. A glance at the map,
with due consideration of the present hospital dis-
tricts, distribution of population, lines of transporta-
tion, etc., will show that the proposed new hospital
should be given a district composed of the northern
counties of the present Central District; the north-
western counties of the Eastern District, and the
western counties of the Northern District.

The hospital should be centrally located and be
conveniently accessible to all parts of the district it
is intended to serve. It should be near some town
or city of moderate size. The water supply should
be of good quality and practically inexhaustible.
Facilities for drainage should be perfect. Proximity
to a cheap fuel supply and adequate railroad facili-
ties are very important. These are of such vital im-
portance that no site should be even considered which
does not fulfill, absolutely, the first four requirements,
and meets, fairly, the last. There are many other cir-
cumstances which will recommend one site above
another, but these can not be considered.

Water Supply and Drainage.—In the matter of
water supply the history of so many public institu-
tions has been unfortunate that I feel the subject
worthy of special mention and emphasis. As stated
above, the water supply should be inexhaustible and
the drainage perfect. The water supply plant should
be designed for furnishing water at the minimum rate
of 100 to 300 gallons per patient daily, and the systemof drainage should easily dispose of the resulting
effluent. Furthermore, inasmuch as the history of
our State institutions show that they almost in-
evitably undergo enlargement, the mains for water
and the trunk lines of sewer should, from the first,
have a capacity of, at least, double that of the initial
capacity. To meet the contingencies of possible ac-

cidents, two pumps should be provided.
Design.—Within a period of time easily compassed

by the memories of persons yet living, three distinct
systems of insane hospital construction have, in turn,
found favor at the hands of superintendents and
building commissioners, viz., the corridor, the cottage
and the detached pavilion. The long gloomy corri-
dor ; the heavy-laden atmosphere, and the constantly

occupied ward have condemned the Kirkbride plan.
The great cost of construction, and of maintenance,
together with the impossibility of exercising any effi-
cient supervision have made the cottage hospital un-

satisfactory. The objections urged against the cot-
tage system apply to the detached pavilion. The
last two are free, in principle, from the radical and
inherent sanitary defects of the first named.

Progressive managers of hospitals for the insane,
in common with other enlightened directors of pub-
lic economic affairs, have been, and always will be,
eager to adopt that which all the world is seeking—
the "something better"—and to the credit of these
managers it may be said that there have been very
few examples of retrograde movement in the con-
struction of American institutions of this class.

Although not often formulated there can be no dif-
ference of opinion as to the fundamental require-
ments for the modern State institution for the insane.
It must be healthful; it must conduce to the curabil-
ity of insanity ; it must afford facilities for minute
classification; it must protect patients from injury;
it must protect attendants from unjust accusations:
it must permit efficient supervision by day and by
night; it must be susceptible of convenient admin-
istration; it must be of economical construction;
and, finally, it must favor economical maintenance.
These requirements are not of an extraordinary na-
ture—on the contrary, they are essentially common-

place, and common-sense—and they may be had in
combination without sacrificing in any degree their
individual excellence. Certainly, every new hospital
should demand and receive the highest obtainable ex-
cellence in each and every one of these particulars.

Facilities for Supervision.—The wards should be so

arranged as to permit efficient supervision, without
increasing the cost. A closer system of supervision
has always been desired by hospital managers and
various expedients have been resorted to in the en-
deavor to improve upon ordinary methods. Thus
there has long been employed at Norristown, near

Philadelphia, a system of supervision by an inspec-
tor, who occupies a small chamber between two wards,
elevated above the second floor. From this chamber the
occupant commands a view, directly, of the two up-
per wards, and, by means of a tube and an arrangement
of mirrors, of the two lower wards—in all, four wards.
Of this system the Committee on Lunacy of Penn-
sylvania have to say in their report for 1891:—

"With the added experience and observation of another
year your committee are firmly convinced that the present
method . . . of supervising the duties of those who daily
attend the inmates should be improved. The so-called in-
spectory system established by the superintendent of the
male department of the Norristown Hospital, whereby in-
spectors control a view of the wards and occupants at all
times, has continued in successful operation for several
years past. . . . Your committee have been watching
with interest the practical working of this system and fur-
ther observation of the results, as compared with the usual
methods of supervising attendants on duty, has led us to a
favorable opinion of the inspectory system and, we recom-
mend to the earnest consideration of the trustees and super-
intendents of other hospitals this, or some other plan for the
better protection of the patients from violence, injury, or

any dangerous coercion, and the attendants from groundless
accusations."

The Norristown system may be extended and sim-
plified by centrally locating the supervisor's office,
with respect to a group of four or eight wards, and
placing it about four feet below the second floor so
that a person occupying it may have a view of all the
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wards on both floors. This room, being open to view
and occupied by an ordinary officer changes the sys-
tem from one of espionage to one of close super-
vision. However, the system is so elastic that any
degree of oversight—from the closest surveillance to
none—may be had at will.

Insane inmates of hospitals have their comfort and
safety jeopardized at the hands of themselves,their fel-
lows and their attendants. These dangers become
greater in proportion to the distance the patients are
removed from official supervision and control. The
plans under which institutions for the insane are usu-
ally constructed remove a large proportion of the in-
mates—and often those who particularly require close
surveillance—far from the seat of official authority
and necessarily prevents that careful supervision
which their interests demand. Under the modification
proposed,the officers in authority are centrally located
and have at all times—day and night—opportu-
nity to see every ward and occupant and exercise a

close, constant and immediate supervision over at-
tendants and patients, guarding the latter and de-
tecting negligence, unkindness and cruelty upon the
part of the former, and protecting them from unjust
charges.

Radiate Pavilion Wards.—To facilitate supervision
and night attendance; to render administration
more convenient, and to cheapen construction and
maintenance, some of the buildings of such an insti-
tution may take the form of radiate pavilions.

The earliest examples of hospitals upon the radiate
system, so far as my information extends, date back
to, or beyond the twelfth century, when two were
erected in France; one at Angers and the other at
Chartres. During the war a very large hospital of
this class, with a capacity of about thirty-two hun-
dred, was operated at Washington, or Philadelphia,
and was considered a model. The Marine Hospital
at San Francisco, designed by Surgeon-General Ham-
ilton, has some wards arranged in this manner. The
model hospital exhibited at the World's Fair by the
United States Government was upon this system.
The Southern Indiana Hospital for Insane, at Evans-
ville, is a notable example of this form of arrangement
of wards for patients of the classes under considera-
tion. Of the Evansville Hospital, the Indiana Board
of State Charities have this to say—in advance of the
opening of the institution—in their report for 1890:—

"The building is on what is known as the radiate plan,
which is original as applied to hospitals for the insane. Its
leading feature is that of bringing each section into equally
close connection with the administration department, while
still giving the advantages of light and air on all sides of
every ward. It is expected, with reason, that this plan will
be found to facilitate supervision and promote economy in
the domestic arrangements, heating, water supply, etc."

After the hospital had beep occupied for two years,
the same Board says :—

"The internal affairs of the hospital have been remarkably
free from disturbances of any kind. ... It is possible that
this condition of things, which must be recognized as more
than ordinarily favorable, is partly due to the construction
of the building. ... It was designed, as is well known
among persons who study hospital construction, by Dr.
Rogers, and was the result of the careful study and experi-
ence of a very practical man. His opinion was that the
radiate plan . . would be moderate in first cost, economical
in maintenance and particularly easy of supervision. The
experience of the last year has certainly borne out all he
claimed for it as far as maintenance and supervision go."

Later, and after four years' use of the hospital, Dr.
Thomas, the medical superintendent, writes me as
follows:—

"There are three things claimed for the radiate plan of
hospital ... 1, economy in construction ; 2, economy in
maintenance; 3, convenience of administration. The first
claim has not been proven in the construction of this build-
ing, but in another building extravagance may be avoided.
The second and third claims are absolutely proven to the
most satisfactory degree. In my opinion the radiate plan
has decided advantages over both the Kirkbride and the
cottage plans."

Attendants.—The proportion of attendants to pa-
tients which is to be allowed will have an important
bearing upon the number, size and arrangement of
the wards. In a large State institution for the in-
sane, where the interests of the tax-payers require
the practice of as rigid economy as the proper care
of the patients will permit, the wards might well
vary in capacity from fifteen to thirty-two and be
cared for by two attendants. To be sure, in practice,
these numbers will vary according to circumstances.
The practice in different hospitals may be inferred
from the following table and statements:—

State. Hospital. Patients. Attendants. Proportion.
New York Poughkeepsie 738 105 1 attendant to 7.0 patients.

" Binghamton. 1,136 157 1 " 7.2 "

" Middletown
.

709 80 1 " 8.8
Indiana Indianapolis 1,524 138 1 " 11.0 ' 

Richmond.
.

484 39 1 111
" l.ogansport

.

364 32 1. " 11.3 "

Minnesota Rochester.
. .

681 49 1 " 13.0 ' 

Kansas.
.

Osawatomie
.

519 39 1 " 13.3 "

Ohio .

. .

Toledo.
. . .

1,174 88 1 " 13.8
" Cleveland

. .

807 52 1 " 15.5
" Athens

....

813 51 1 " 16.0
Dayton

....

732 46 1 " 16.0
" Columbus

. .

1,091 60 1 " 16.5
Illinois.

.

Anna. 865 75 1 " 11.4
" Elgin .... 1,115 80 1 " 13.9

Kankakee
. .

2,090 160 1 " 13.0
Jacksonville . 1,222 80 1 " 15.3

Totals and averages
. .

15,958 1,317 1 " 12.2

At Dayton there are twenty wards with an average capa-
city of over thirty-six patients.. Sixteen of these have two
attendants each, and four,—the sick and violent wards on
either side—have three each. At Logansport there are four-
teen wards with an average capacity of twenty-six patients.
Ten of these have two attendants each, and four have three
each. At Richmond there are nineteen wards, ranging in
capacity from ten to thirty, with two attendants to each
ward, except one ward, which has three. At Jacksonville
there are thirty-six wards, with two attendants to each, ex-

cept four disturbed wards on which three attendants are em-

ployed. At Elgin there are two attendants to each ward, ex-
cept on five, where there are three each. At Anna, two wards
have one attendant each ; twelve wards two attendants each ;
nine wards three attendants each, and four wards four at-
tendants each. At Kankakee four wards have one attendant
each ; fourteen wards two attendants each ; six wards three
attendants each; seven wards four attendants each; two
wards five attendants each ; five wards six attendants each ;
one ward has seven attendants, and one ward has nine
attendants.

Night Attendance and Night Supervision.—The at-
tendance of insane patients at night—nursing the
sick; attending to the wants of the well; soothing
the excited; reassuring the fearful; caring for the
filthy—and the supervision of night attendance, is a

subject of prime importance. The prevailing prac-
tice varies in different institutions, but that much is
left to be desired in this particular is almost univer-
sally admitted.

In Massachusetts, "at Westborough Hospital and the asy-
lum wards of the State Farm every patient is seen each hour
during the night.

.

. Danvers Hospital has some large asso-
ciate dormitories which have special night attendants; and
these, together with the suicidal wards and infirmaries, make
ten wards at the hospital having special night nurses—the
largest number of any hospital in the State. . . In some in-
stitutions many patients are not seen from the time they
are locked in their rooms at night until they are awakened
in the morning. A homicide at one hospital has illustrated
the danger of confining two patients in one room ; and there
is but one hospital in the State where this is not done.
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Taunton Hospital alone, under such circumstances leaves
the door unlocked and wide open. The State Almshouse
has in its asylum wards some rooms in which two patients
are confined at night, but hopes to soon do away with this
practice."

The practice in New York is as follows :—At Utica with 786
patients, 11 night attendants are employed. On the male
side three wards—the suicidal, the filthy and the epileptic—
each have one night attendant. On the female side four
wards are attended by four nurses. ' All the other patients
are looked after by four perambulating attendants. At
Poughkeepsie 733 patients are cared for at night by 16 at-
tendants. On the male side,380 patients, and on the female
side, a small number, are constantly in sight. At Willard
2,055 patients are given 32 night attendants. In the infirm-
ary group 180 males have 4 nurses and 260 females have 10
nurses. In the other groups nine wards have each a night
attendant. The remainder are looked after by nine peram-
bulating night attendants who make hourly visits. At Buffalo,
with 509 patients, 9 night attendants, 7 of whom are assigned
to single wards and 2 making regular rounds. At Bingham-
ton the 1,136 patients have23 night attendants—16 on wards
and 7 making rounds. At St. Lawrence 227 patients had 4
night attendants—2 in each of the two occupied cottages.

In Ohio, at Columbus there are 6 night attendants to
1,091 patients ; at Cleveland 4 to 807 ; at Athens 6 to 813 ; at
Longview 8 to 880; at Dayton 4 to 732; and at Toledo 10 to
1,174 patients.

In Indiana, at Logansport there is one night attendant to
each of the ten detached pavilions. At Richmond there is
one night attendant to each of the twelve cottages.

In Illinois,the practice, as courteously reported to me by the
superintendents of the respective hospitals, is as follows:—
At Anna there are five general night watches making
rounds. There are no regular night attendants on wards
but they are especially detailed as required. Supervisors
and medical officers are subject to call, but none are regu-
larly on duty at night. Dr. Lence, the superintendent,
would like to have a regular night attendant for all patients
were it not for the expense. Dr. McKenzie, of Jacksonville,
says:—"Six night watches make hourly rounds. .

.

When we
have a case of acute sickness we always detail two attend-
ants to watch and if the case does not require special atten-
tion, the night watches give them attention every hour."
Dr. Loewy, of Elgin, writes:—"We have . . . fourteen night
attendants on the wards.

.

. On the hospital wards the night
attendants act as nurses. The night attendants are assigned
wards in proportion to the character of the patients in
those wards. On the hospital wards one night attendant
remains constantly on duty, one also on the wards contain-
ing the disturbed and untidy patients. On the better wards
two and three wards are assigned to the night attendant.
The head night watchman and the head night watchwoman
act as supervisors on their respective sides. No medical
officer is on duty at night, although I must say I am strongly
in favor of it. At this hospital I believe every patient has
efficient night supervision. I increased the night service
by adding eight attendants about one and a half years ago.
All the doors of the patients' rooms are left open at night."
Dr.Gapen,of Kankakee,reports:—"We have a regular night
service, the night nurses numbering eighteen, ten being in
the male wards and eight in the female wards. We also
have two outside watchmen. The supervisors have no
responsibilities at night except as they are called, but both
they and the medical officers are subject to call at any time.
I have been steadily iqcreasing the night service, and would
like to increase it considerably more, and would do so except
for the expense.

.

. I should like to have night service in
every ward or cottage, which would mean the increase of
this force from eighteen to about thirty."

The proportion of night attendants to patients in
several institutions is shown in the following
table:—

PaH Night
Starr. Hospital. f'1" Atten- Proportion.ents- dants.

Indiana
. . .

Richmond
...

434 12 1 night attendant to 36 patients.
"

. .

.Logansport..
.

864 10 1 " " 36 "

New York
. .

Rochester
...

350 10 1 " " 85
"

. .

St. Lawrence. .227 5 1 " " 45 "

"

. .

Poughkeepsie
.

733 16 1 " "
. 46 "

"

. .

Binghamton.
. .

1136 23 1 " " 50 "

. .

Buffalo. 509 9 1" " 56

. .

Utica. 786 11 1 " " 71 "

. .

Willard
....

2055 32 1 " " 64 "

Ohio.Toledo.1174 10 1 " " 117 "

" .Athens. 813 6 I " " 135
" .Davton. 732 4 1 " " 188 "

p t. Night
State. Hospital. „„:i Atten- Proportion.ents- dants.
" .Columbus

. . .

1091 6 1 " " 185
" .Cleveland

...

807 41" " 201
" .Longview.

. . .

&S0 8 1" " 110 "

Minnesota. .Rochester.
.

.. 631 3 1" " 210 "

Kansas.Osawatomie.
.

519 2 1" " 259 "

Illinois.Elgin.1115 14 1 " " 79
" .Kankakee.

. .

2090 18 1 " " 116 "

" .Jacksonville.
.

1222 6 1" " 204
" .Anna. 865 5 1" " 173 "

Totals and averages
. . .

18,533 212 " " 88

Classification.—In considering the subject of class-
ification of insane patients for institutional care, it
should be remembered that a pathologic, and a work-
ing classification are not one and the same thing.
In a good working system of classification for hos-
pital care and treatment, the patients are assigned
to those groups and wards in which they can be best
observed, treated and cared for; where they are least
irritated and where they are brought in contact with
congenial associates. The system must be very elas-
tic and its various subdivisions can not be rigidly
limited or their characteristics clearly defined. These
facts will account for the apparent looseness with
which the skeleton scheme here suggested is outlined.
It is believed, however, that it fairly represents the sys-
tem adopted by the superintendents of those hospitals
having facilities for such classification. It provides
for an institution with a capacity for 1,200 patients,
and suggestions are made as to the manner in which
the future capacity may be increased to 1,580 or 2,500.

Synopsis of Classification.
Hospital Group, Males and Females. '

F?" Male Ward Fe" Male Pati-
maie, Maie' wam' male.Male- ents.
Ward 1 A Reception

.

For recent admissions.25 25 50
" 2 B Observation. " suicidal and special cases

.

25 25 50
" 3 C Sick." the sick, injured, etc

... .

20 20 40
" 4 D Infirmary.

. .

" " infirm and special cases. 20 20 40
" 5 E Untidy ..." untidy and filthy.15 15 30
" 0 P Violent..." Violent and disturbed.

...

15 15 80

" 6 6 120 120 240
Convalescent Group, Males and Females.

"91 Convalescent. For convalescents, etc .... 30 30 60
" 10 J Quiet. " quiet and refined cases

.

30 30 60
•' 11 K Mild. " mild cases.80 30 60
'• 12 L Mild & quiet.. " " and quiet cases.

. .

30 30 60

"•14 120 120 240
General Wabds Groups.

General Wards Group, No. 1. General Wards Group, No. 2.
Females. Males.

Ward 17
. .

26 patients
.

For quiet workers.Ward Q 26 patients.
" 18.

.

26 "
.

" workers. " R 26 '•

 

" 19
. .

32 "

.

" quiet epileptics, etc
. .

" S 32 "

" 20
. .

32 "

.

" " workers, etc
. . .

" T 32 "

" 21. .32 "

.

" restless epileptics, etc.. " TJ 32 "

" 22.
.

32 "

.

" " patients. " V 32
'• 23.

.

32 "

.

" quiet dements, etc. ... " W 32
" 24

. .

32 "

.

" restless "

.

..." X 32 "

" 25
. .

32 "

.

" advanced "

.

..." Y 32 "
" 26.

.

32 " " dangerous patients, etc. " Z 32 "

" 27
. .

26 "

.

" untidy patients, etc
. .

" AA 26 "

" 28
. .

26 " " disturbed patients.
.

..
" BB 26 "

" 12 360 " " 12 360 "

Group Classification and Capacity.
Hospital Group.120 females. 120 males. 240 patients.
Convalescent Group.120 " 120 " 240
General Wards Group, No. 1

.

.360 " 360 "

General Wards Group, No. 2 .

.

360 " 360

600 600 1200

Additional Capacity.—The wards in the various
groups can be so arranged that additional wards may
be erected, without disturbing those completed, as

follows:—
Female Pati- Male Pati- Total
Wards, ents. Wards, ents. Patients.

Hospital Group. 2 30 2 30 60
Convalescent Group. 2 60 2 60 120
General Wards Group, No. 1. 4 100 100
General Wards Group, No. 2. 4 100 100

8 190 8 190 380

These additions would raise the total hospital ca-

pacity to 1,580 patients. By duplicating the geireral
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wards groups, as suggested, would increase the ca-

pacity to 2,300, and the same reduplication, with the
additions, would give a capacity for 2,500 patients.
In making these additions the proper hospital bal-
ance and symmetry is always preserved, and the
classification will require only slight modification in
detail.

Organization.—For an institution such as described,
having a capacity for 1,200 patients, the following
organization, for the immediate care of the insane,
is proposed:—

G. W. G. G. W. G.
Hosp. G. Conv. G. No. 1. No. 2. Total.

Medical Superintendent. 1
Assistant Physician-in-charge. 1 1 1 1 4
Internes. 2 1 1 -1
Apothecary and Path-

ologist
.

1 1
Supervisors. 2 1 1 4
Attendants. 24 12 24 24 H4
Night attendants

...

6 2 4 4 16
Head attendants.

...

2 2

Totals. 36 17 31 31 116
Proportion of attendants to patients. 1 to 14.2
Proportion of night attendants to patients.1 to 75

It is very important that the questions of total,
group and ward capacities; of classification, and of
organization, should be considered and provisionally
decided upon before even preliminary studies are
made for the plans for any proposed hospital. Plainly
the buildings should be made to accommodate the
inmates and to meet their various necessities and not
vice versa.

Plans.—The details of plans for hospitals for the
insane must vary within such wide limits to meet
individual requirements that this subject can only
be considered in a very general manner. However,
there, are some features of hospital construction
which, if satisfactory results are to be obtained, must
be considered as either essential or highly desirable.
Some of these are briefly enumerated :—

1. Every institution erected for the care of the insane
should be an improvement upon previous structures. It
should retain the good features of the older ones and it
should possess some new combinations or additions which
will render it a decided advance in this field. No less ambi-
tious object should be considered.

2. The ward should be considered the constructive unit,
and each should be complete within itself and adapted to
best meet the requirements of its inmates. It should be on
one floor and should have a separate entrance.

3. The several rooms of the ward should be conveniently
arranged and they should have an abundance of light and
facilities for thorough ventilation.

4. The day rooms and dormitories should be entirely dis-
tinct and permit airing when not in use.

5. As far as practicable, the wards should be so arranged
as to permit the supervision of several at the same time.
The dormitories, especially, shQuld be so arranged that a
constant and immediate night service may be given several
from a common center, thus promoting efficiency and econ-
omy.

6. Each of the groups or divisions should contain a suffi-
cient number of wards to permit minute classification. Very
large wards should be avoided.

7. Toilet and bath rooms should be separated from the
living rooms by a ventilated lobby. All sewerage should be
discharged directly outside the walls and there should be no
basement pipes.

8. Facilities should be provided for quartering assistant
physicians separately in the groups under their charge and
in the immediate vicinity of their work. It is believed, and
experience confirms the opinion, that by increasing the re-
sponsibilities of assistant medical officers, without dimin-
ishing the authority of the superintendent, that their inter-
est will be enhanced and that a high grade of such officers
may be obtained and retained, and that the superintendent,
relieved of many petty cares and annoyances, will have
more time to devote to those larger questions which should
be hjs peculiar province.

9. The institution, as a whole and in its parts, should pre-

sent a pleasing and satisfactory appearance. This may be
attained in an inexpensive manner. It should not be so
plain as to be ugly, neither should it have, in any sense, a

palatial appearance.
10. The construction must be good, safe and substantial,

and the cost moderate.
Cost.—Institutions for the insane have varied, and

will continue to vary remarkably in cost, depending
largely upon circumstances already mentioned. As a
matter of true economy and correct principle, flimsy,
cheap and shoddy construction should be avoided;
on the contrary it should be safe, plain, substantial
and durable. Such construction is neither cheap
nor expensive, and it is certainly not extravagant.
The total and per capita cost of several hospitals is
here given for comparison:

— Total Per Capita
State. Hospital. Capacity. Cost. Cost.

New York.Buffalo. 525 * 1,600.000 $3,065" .Poughkeepsie
.

830 2,039,000 2.456
Pennsylvania.

. .

Danville
....

750 1,593,000 2,122
Massachusetts.. .Worcester.

. .

650 1,299,000 2,000

...

Danvers
....

863 1,622,000 1,878
Pennsylvania.

. .

Warren. 650 1,150,000 1,800
New York.Middletown .

.

675 1,006,000 1,490
Pennsylvania.

. .

Harrisburg
. .

650 921.000 1,400
Indiana.Richmond... 434 547,000 1,260

" .Evansville... 400 504,000 1.260
.Logansport.

. .

364 435,000 1,195
Massachusetts.

. .

Westborough
.

405 472.000 1,165
New York.Utica. 700 815,000 1,164

" .St. Lawrence.
.

1,500 1,725,000 1,150
Indiana.Indianapolis

. .

1,500 1,696,000 1,131
Illinois.Elgin. 1,100 1,092.000 998
Illinois.Anna.• 946 1,054,000 1,110
Pennsylvania

. . .

Dixmont.
...

525 690,000 1,066
Massachusetts.

. .

Northampton. . 470 490,000 923
Pennsylvania .

. .

Norristown
. .

1,884 1,146.000 830
Illinois.Kankakee

. . .

2,000 1,656,000 828
" .Jacksonville.

.

1,200 846,000 717
Massachusetts.. .Taunton.

...

698 475,000 702

Totals and averages of 23 hospitals 19,219 $24,882,000 $1,295
In this connection, I wish to enter an emphatic

protest against under-estimating the cost of ade-
quately providing for the insane in public institu-
tions. It has been proposed to establish complete
institutions at a cost not to exceed $200 per capita.
Proper accommodations for these classes can not be
furnished for any such sum, and calculations and
expectations based upon such estimates are mislead-
ing and can only end in disappointment.

Insanity is undoubtedly the greatest calamity
which can befall a human being. From the very
nature of his condition he is usually helpless and
powerless to do good and is a constant menace to
the safety of himself and to others. From every
point of view, therefore, he deserves, not only our

sympathy, but our intelligent benevolence as well.
34 Washington Street.

ALCOHOL AND ITS EFFECTS.
BY W. P. HOWLE, M.D.

ORAN, MO.

Alcohol pure in full strength is rarely used as
an internal remedy. In the form of whisky, brandy
or wine it is often used. In minute doses it stimu-
lates; in large doses it intoxicates; in larger doses it
may kill. Therefore its effects like the effects of
anything else depend upon the quantity given, the
conditions under which it is taken, etc. An ounce
of alcohol in a pint of water or syrup makes a stim-
ulant about the same strength as ordinary wine; a

tablespoonful of this three times a day before meals
improves the appetite and leaves no bad after effects.
This quantity of alcohol would last a patient nine
or ten days, and within a year thirty-six ounces or a
little over three pints of alcohol would be used. This
quantity would not harm the average adult.

Alcohol given in teaspoonful doses every hour or
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